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Why a Pure IPv6 Backbone?

Resource argument
 IPv4 address is limited

Financial argument
Less processing power and memory required for

single stack routers
Less operation cost to maintain a single stack

backbone

Political argument
 The funding body just wants to build an IPv6The funding body just wants to build an IPv6

backbonebackbone
We want to encourage the transition



Why IPv4 Applications?

In theory
 It is not difficult to port IPv4 applications to

IPv6
In practice

There are many technical details for the
porting process and the related quality control
issues

In addition
We should help users to use the existing IPv4

applications for their current work, and
The software developers should write the

corresponding next version, IPv6 compatible
applications, and

Hopefully, someone is developing the IPv6
“killer Applications”



Why IPv4 over IPv6?

Therefore, IPv4 over IPv6 may help
Built and/or upgrade a backbone without

worrying the limited IPv4 address, have a better
performance-to-cost ratio and in a “politically
correct” manner

Support existing IPv4 access networks
Support existing IPv4 applications

And it may help for the transition from IPv4
to IPv6 in a cost effective, incremental and
seamless fashion



In Addition

The methods developed may also help to

find general solutions for

 IPv6 over IPv4

 IPv6 over UDP over IPv4

 future encapsulation methods



IPv4 over IPv6 Function Requirements

 Transparent
 same behavior as if the IPv4 packets travel in a IPv4 or

dual-stack backbone
 Lightweight

  support high throughput and low latency
 Support both unicast and multicast
 Support inner AS and inter AS routing
 Support dynamic allocation of the IPv4 address for

connection setup
 Support (simple) authentication
 Support for management functions
 Support for the mobile access providers
 Support for network migration



IPv4 over IPv6 Topology
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edge

edge edge
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IPv4 over IPv6 Protocol Components

Control and Discovery
Low-latency configuration/establishment
Subscriber management
Authentication
Automatic endpoint discovery

Encapsulation
Simple encoding
MTU handling
Encryption mode



Why Should We Act Now?

Chinese Internet users need more IP
addresses and the bandwidth
83 (/8)s are required for an address per head

The China Next Generation Internet Project
has been started
 It is funded by Chinese government
 It has multiple high speed IPv6 backbones

The transition from IPv4 to IPv6 is very slow
 Information resources and applications porting is

not an easy job
Most access networks are still IPv4



The 16th China Internet Development Report

China Internet Statistics
(July, 2005)

•Internet population: 103M
•ranked 2nd,  (8%)

•IPv4 address: 4+ (/8)s
•ranked 4th, (1.6%)



CIDR Report



CNGI Backbones
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CNGI-CERNET2

 25 Pops in 20 cities linked via 2.5Gbps to 10 Gbps
trunks

 IPv6 only Backbone
 AS23910
 2001:DA8::/32
 IGP - OSPFv3
 EGP - BGP4+ peering with

• 25 regional Pops
• 5 CNGI backbones
• CERNET IPv6, CJ-IPv6, NSFCNET, 863-testbed, 3Tnet, etc

 100+ access networks
 IPv4 over IPv6 is required for CERNET2



CNGI-CERNET2 Topology



Some Concluding Thoughts

CERNET2 and CNGI requires the IPv4 over
IPv6 technology and other countries may
have similar requirements

We would not limit ourselves to only one
solution in an effort to avoid delaying a
solution to the Internet but, over time to find
general solutions to the problem space


